Fleet 2020
How UK fleets can
lead the way to an
electrified future
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Foreword
It’s hard to think of many technologies developed over a century ago, which remain as
systemically important as the automobile does to this day. A huge, global endeavour
that powers trade and is part of day-to-day life for billions, the automotive industry’s
growth has been fuelled by the internal combustion engine (ICE) through every type
of disruptive hurdle imaginable.
Yet, it seems, the ICE’s time has come. With decarbonisation top of the agenda at this year’s COP26
in Glasgow, a wave of technological and regulatory momentum is urgently propelling us into a new
era of clean, connected, electrified mobility.
Underlining this change, public outcry to lower global carbon pollution levels and cut greenhouse gas
emissions to net-zero has skyrocketed in recent times. In September 2019, huge crowds of people
took to the streets in the ‘Global Week for Future’ strikes, protesting across 4,500 locations in 150
countries around the world. It’s estimated that roughly 6-7 million people participated in the protests,
bringing an immeasurable amount of awareness to the global climate crisis. Around that same
time, the United Nations held the annual Climate Action Summit in New York. At the event, over 65
countries and major sub-national economies committed to cut greenhouse emissions by 2050, and
over 100 business leaders expressed concrete actions to align with the Paris Agreement targets and
speed up the grey to green economy.1
Though vastly different events, both had a common thread - the mobility sector’s impact on
emissions. According to the World Health Organization, the transport sector is the fastest-growing
contributor to climate emissions, and growth in energy use is higher for the industry than any other
end-use sector. The Environmental Protection Agency in the United States claims that in 2017,
emissions from transportation accounted for about 28.9% of total U.S. greenhouse gas emissions,
making it the largest contributor in the nation.2 In Europe, the transport sector represents3 almost a
quarter of Europe’s greenhouse gas emissions, and in Asia, the share of total worldwide transport
CO2 emissions is already estimated4 to increase to 31% - almost double to what it was in 2006.
This paper is a response to the pressure that many are now feeling to accelerate the mobility sector’s
response to the climate crisis by adopting zero-emissions vehicles more rapidly and more broadly. It
explores how the public and private sectors are coming together on the issue, discusses the results
of Geotab’s research on consumers’ and fleet managers’ attitudes to electric vehicles, and argues for
the value and importance of collaborative, data-driven decision making in the transition to electric.
As the demand for action grows, we must apply all the tools at our disposal to make
the change happen.

– Edward Kulperger, Senior Vice President, Europe, Geotab
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In an attempt to curb the impact of the global transport industry, countless
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government and industry-led initiatives have been introduced. The
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“Sustainable Mobility for All Initiative” was created in 2017 by the World
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Bank as an attempt to bring together over 50 member organisations to
help shape and coordinate transport policy.5 Recently it was combined
with the “Action Towards Climate Friendly Transport” initiative.6 This global
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roadmap focuses on planning city development in a way that eliminates
the need to travel, facilitates the move from fossil-fuelled vehicles to nonmotorised and public transport, and works to improve existing modes of
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transport through zero-emission technologies. In 2018, the UK government
announced the ‘Road to Zero’ strategy, showcasing its ambition to see at

UK changes on the horizon	

least half of new cars to be ultra-low emission by 2030. This amalgamation
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of both private and public input proves the global commitment to reducing
the mobility sector’s impact on climate change and pollution levels.

UK fleets in 2020 and beyond	
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One of the most significant advancements to impact the transport
industry’s emissions levels has been the creation of the modern-day

About Geotab	

electric vehicle (EV). Not only has consumer sentiment shifted in recent
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years, but some of the biggest OEMs have entered the space, creating
their versions of a consumer-friendly electric car. According to a recent
report, over 2 million electric vehicles were sold in 2018, up from just a few
thousand in 2010 - and there is no sign of slowing down.7 It’s expected that
passenger EV sales will rise to 10 million in 2025, 28 million in 2030, and 56
million by 2040.
The competition to create a realistic and quick to market EV model has
been rife within the industry for years now. Audi, BMW, Nissan and Tesla
are just some of the automotive companies putting significant investments
into the market. Between traditional manufacturers and challenger brands
like Volvo’s Polestar, the EV market is only expected to grow in the
coming years, with at least 40 different models projected to be on the
road by 2025.8
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Climate awareness
kicks in

“

Public sector initiatives on the need for
clean transportation can happen – and are
happening – at every level.
In October 2019, Geotab was a founding
signatory to the Clean Air Declaration written
and supported by UK100. As a network
of local government leaders, UK100 is
well positioned to share knowledge which
supports community-level action.
The declaration highlights that, as well as
the global emissions challenge, there is in
urban areas a more localised public health
issue from transport particulate emissions
affecting air quality. It’s an initiative we’re
proud to support.

”

– Edward Kulperger, VP Europe, Geotab
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Despite movements within the industry, without a collective buy-in from governments,
industry leaders, and consumers, real change on a large scale is unlikely to occur.
The good news is that recent data from Geotab’s survey of UK consumers suggests a
huge surge in the adoption of hybrid and electric vehicles could be on the way –
with almost two thirds (60%) of UK buyers expecting their next vehicle to be
hybrid or electric.
Like many emerging technologies, electric vehicles have created a generational divide amongst
consumers. According to the study, over half of millennials across the UK are planning to buy a hybrid
or fully-electric model as their first car. While climate change is a concern for this group, they’re
largely being driven by new technology features and being seen as early adopters of new
automotive technologies.
The importance of climate change in decision making varies from region to region. As it stands,
the highest level of concern about climate change in the UK falls within the Greater London area.
Despite governmental figures that state 44% of citizens in the area claim to be ‘very concerned’ about
climate change, just 37% identified the climate as a key motivating factor in this survey. Conversely,
in the East Midlands, where 29% of people are very concerned about climate change, 42% of people
consider it to be a key motivating factor.
Currently, 63% of those in London own a petrol or diesel vehicle, versus 90% elsewhere. Almost a
third (27%) now say they own an EV, versus averages of 5-10% in other parts of the country. Even so,
over half of Londoners plan for their next car to be a hybrid or electric model. Purchasing decisions
vary but are most frequently fuelled by avoiding the new ULEZ charges, accessing new technology,
and being seen as an early-adopter of new technology.
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Electric vehicles gaining
traction among European
fleets
In a study last year, Geotab found almost half of all fleets within the UK were without
any electric vehicles, though 89% at the time expected them to play a dominant
role in their company’s fleet before 2028. This year’s figures have confirmed this
trend with only 2% of all fleet managers planning to not electrify their fleets. More
specifically, 78% of fleet managers plan to electrify up to 50% of their fleets, and a
further 33% would ideally like to transition 51% to 100% of their fleets to an electric
model within the next five years.
Forty-six per cent of fleet managers are expecting EVs to play a dominant role in their company’s fleet
within the next 1-5 years, while just over half (51%) imagine it will happen between the 5 to 10-year
mark. As it stands, more than half of fleet managers in Germany expect e-mobility to play a dominant
role in their fleets by 2028, though some are optimistic that it will happen sooner, with 44% agreeing it
will happen in the next five to ten years. Twelve per cent are even expecting to be fully electrified within
the next five years. In Spain, the situation is similar. Almost a quarter (24%) believe that electric vehicles
will play a dominant role in their fleet between the next year to five years, while 43% believe it will take
closer to five to ten years. If this trend continues on this trajectory, 67% of Spanish fleets will be electric
by 2030, which is far ahead of Spanish regulatory goals to ban fossil fuel vehicles by 2050 and
sales by 2040.
When identifying factors that would appeal to them in an EV, 41% of UK consumers cited reducing their
impact on the climate as a key motivator, compared to 45% for lowering running costs, and 37% for
lowering tax costs. Similar patterns emerged when pinpointing fleet manager motivations. In the UK,
more than half (54%) fleet managers agree that the main benefit is the reduction in GHG levels and the
overall environmental impact. This is closely followed by the management of fuels costs (47%), better
total cost of ownership per vehicle (47%), and the reduction of operation, maintenance and upkeep
(40%). To further incentivise EV fleet uptake, the UK government has also introduced a zero Benefitin-Kind (BiK) rate. This new BiK rate will see all zero-emission company cars paying no tax. All zeroemission company cars will attract a reduced appropriate percentage of 0% in 2020-21, 1% in 2021-22,
before returning to the planned 2% rate in 2022-239.
In Germany, 50% of fleet managers are motivated to convert to EVs by the positive impact on the
environment, followed by 21% by the reduction in costs, maintenance and repairs. In Spain, going green
is the strongest motivator (83%) and is followed by the need to replace fossil fuels (69%) and adopt the
incentives that the public sector and government are generating (36%) within the region.
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The ongoing barriers
to adoption

On the commercial side, similar fears exist among fleet managers across the world. In Germany, 46%
agree that the greatest obstacles to the uptake of EVs is a lack of public charging infrastructure and
long charging times. In Spain, the same concerns ring true. Low autonomy is the main barrier (66%)
followed by the high costs of rental or acquisition (62%) and the lack of public infrastructure (41%).
Though considered a concern for UK consumers, a lack of public charging infrastructure (26%) is
not the main concern amongst fleet managers. High vehicle cost (32%) is the biggest hindrance to
adoption, followed by long charging times (29%) and a lack of availability of medium to heavy
EV models (29%).

Though the electric vehicle revolution is seemingly in full swing, there are
still major barriers blocking it from becoming a reality. Motivations are clear
and levels of enthusiasm are high, but an increasing number of technical
issues are hindering consumers throughout the path to purchase.

Despite being faced with cost concerns, a lower purchase price isn’t the primary change that would
motivate fleet managers to transition to an EV fleet. Improvement to charging infrastructure (41%),
improved OPEX (39%), and a better understanding of benefits (38%) are considered the leading
motivators in the UK. The perception in Germany is slightly different, with 67% agreeing that a higher
range for EVs, improved infrastructure (50%) and lower purchase point (40%) would motivate them

Almost all (97%) of UK drivers have daily round-trip commutes of under 100 miles –

to switch to electric vehicles. Fleet managers in Spain would consider electrifying their fleet if there

well below the average 224-mile range of the nation’s top five best-selling EVs. Despite

were major improvements in autonomy (27%), charging infrastructure (22%), and pricing (19%).

the shorter journey, range anxiety is still a major concern with 42% per cent claiming it’s
a top stressor, and 36% of uncertain on where they could charge their electric vehicle.
Seventy-give per cent of millennial consumers agree the UK should be doing more to
scale-up infrastructure, which is higher than the average of 63% across
other generations.
In contrast, charging infrastructure is less of a concern within the Greater London area
as it’s considered to have a high number of charge points per electric vehicle - 0.74 for
every 1000 people. This frequency has resulted in the highest level of EV infrastructure

Easing the transition

satisfaction in the country, with 38% agreeing that their local area has good EV
charging infrastructure.

“
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While there might be different requirements,
different purchasing journeys, and different
motivating factors for consumer and
commercial EVs, it’s important to take a holistic
view of the market as demand in these two
segments will potentiate one another.

One thing that this research demonstrates is that, in terms of both risks and benefits,
there are many factors which potential purchasers need to consider. With high
levels of agreement across multiple issues, it’s clear that the industry cannot simply
respond to one of these and expect to unlock the problem as a whole; confidently
adopting EVs will require a deeper understanding across the spectrum.
For fleet managers, telematics can help bridge that gap and build confidence into the decision to
go electric. Before it can be confident that an EV model will deliver enough range to fulfil its task,
a business needs to fully understand how far its vehicles need to travel, and how far they actually
travel, on a daily basis. Before it can be confident that recharging periods will fit into the duty cycle

Consumer adoption is likely to demonstrate to
businesses that there is a market advantage
in proving to consumers that they are acting;
commercial adoption will help create a thriving
second-hand EV market; and infrastructural
rollout will be shared across, and benefit, the
whole mobility sector.

of its vehicles, a business needs a thorough picture of its current fleet downtime and how that might

– Edward Kulperger, VP Europe, Geotab
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”

be changed. EVs raise new questions and therefore fleet managers need a long-term view of the
potential challenges their fleet can face.
Data is the enabler for EVs. Data-driven intelligence helps us understand the dynamics of a fleet,
allowing us to assess whether deploying EVs makes commercial sense - providing previously
unattainable insights. It enables organisations to approach the transition from an informed
perspective, giving a unique level of insight into fleet behaviour, best practices, and an
overall outlook on ROI.

UK changes on the
horizon

UK fleets in 2020
and beyond

As a whole, Brits are on the fence about whether progress is being made

There’s no doubt that the prevalence of EV models will continue to grow
as consumers and fleet managers across the world look to do their part
in lowering emission levels. Though despite good intentions, making the
transition to a fully electric fleet can come with its own set of complications.
Not only can complex hurdles, like a lack of infrastructure and high price
points raise concerns, the sheer quantity of decisions can be overwhelming.

in terms of cleaning up the country’s roads. While 36% of people agreed
that the UK is making good progress on EV adoption, 66% believe that
the UK needs to do more. Almost two thirds (63%) feel the UK should be
doing more to scale-up charging infrastructure and only a fifth feel there
is adequate EV charging options in their local area. This is particularly
notable outside of the Greater London area, where only 21% are happy with

In a growing EV market, fleet managers must do their duty and find a model that best

current charging options.

matches their range and operating requirements, as well as one that accommodates

In Scotland for example, only 17% of consumers are satisfied with the EV

local conditions, driver behaviour, and overall operational costs. That’s why many fleet

infrastructure - despite having the second-highest number of charging

managers (96% in the UK) choose to partner with a telematics provider. By having all

points (0.61 per 1000 people). Yet despite concerns, most are still

information in one place, it allows them to be empowered to optimise their mixed fleet

hopeful for major advancements within the market - if the government

usage and ensure that they are getting the maximum return on investment from their

provides support. The majority (90%) fleet managers expect change to

electric fleet.

be implemented by government regulations similar to the ‘Road to Zero’

Geotab’s EV Suitability Assessment enables fleet managers to join the dots between

strategy.

current fleet behaviour, required EV capabilities, and the options available on the market,
to make recommendations as to where a fleet can effectively be electrified and what the
return on investment from doing so is likely to be.
To find out more about where your fleet is on the journey to electrification, visit:
https://www.geotab.com/fleet-management-solutions/electric-vehicles

Geotab EVSA
Your EV goals

Your operations
data

Your fleet

Our recommendation
7

Plug-In hybrid
electric vehicle

23
Battery electric
vehicle

12

13

37 vehicles
assessed

7
No EV Fit

About Geotab
Geotab is advancing security, connecting commercial vehicles to the internet and providing
web-based analytics to help customers better manage their fleets. Geotab’s open platform
and Marketplace, offering hundreds of third-party solution options, allows both small and large
businesses to automate operations by integrating vehicle data with their other data assets. As an IoT
hub, the in-vehicle device provides additional functionality through IOX Add-Ons. Processing billions
of data points a day, Geotab leverages data analytics and machine learning to help customers
improve productivity, optimise fleets through the reduction of fuel consumption, enhance driver
safety, and achieve strong compliance to regulatory changes. Geotab’s products are represented and
sold worldwide through Authorised Geotab Resellers.
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